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Browne.October 1936. Joe Weaver, press magnate and close friend of the Royal family, calls for Lord Edward
Corinth's help in recovering some missing letters, stolen from Wallis Simpson - the King's intimate friend. But
there is no mystery about who has taken the correspondence: it is known to be Mrs Harkness, Edward's close
friend and His Majesty's former favourite.As what seemed a simple stolen property case is complicated by
murder, Verity Browne joins Edward in the investigation at Haling, the country home of Conservative MP
Leo Scannon where Mrs Harkness is a guest.Very soon, the pair become involved with political protest at
home and the fight against Fascism abroad, and against this background of social unrest that they set off to

find out the truth behind the Hollow Crown...Praise for David Roberts:'A gripping, richly satisfying whodunit
with finely observed characters, sparkling with insouciance and stinging menace' Peter James'A really well-
crafted and charming mystery story' Daily Mail'A perfect example of golden-age mystery traditions with the

cobwebs swept away' Guardian
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